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Abstract 

Title of Thesis: The Structure and Behavior of Cellular 

Automata 

Name: Kirtane, Jayant Shreedhar 

A cellular automaton (or CAJ is an interconnected set 

of finite state machines (or cells) such that the inputs of 

each cell are connected to the outputs of k "neighboring" 

cells, and the next state of each cell is a function of the 

present states of its neighboring cells. A CA is uni form if 

its connection graph is an edge labelled group graph [E.G. 

WAGNER, IEEE Trans. Elec. Comp., EC-15 (1966), pp 861-373]. 

A structural homomorphism exists from a CA N-| onto another 

CA Ng if Ng can effectively be "embedded" in N^ . 

It is proved that neighborhood preserving functions 

[H. YAMADA and S. AMOROSO, Info. Contr. 18_ (1971), pp 1-32] 

are equivalent to graphical homomorphisms that preserve 

edge labelling. It is shown that a sufficient condition for 

the existence of a structural homomorphism from some uniform 
j. L. 

CA onto another CA N2 is that any cell in N2 be the il 

neighbor of exactly one cell in the CA, for all i, 

Furthermore, when N2 has a finite number of cells, this 

condition is also necessary. If N2 meets this condition, 

then a method is shown to construct the smallest CA N-| such 



that Ng is structurally homomorphic to N-| . It is shown that 

neighborhood preserving functions between uniform CA's are 

closely related to group homomorphisms, and this result is 

used to demonstrate that the model of the CA developed in 

this thesis is structurally more powerful than earlier mod¬ 

els. Finally, it is shown that if a finite CA N has a regu¬ 

lar interconnection graph, then by permuting the inputs to 

each cell, and making: simp!e modifications in the cell func¬ 

tions, another CA N' may be obtained which has the same be¬ 

havior as N and which can be embedded in a uniform CA. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Aim 

The purpose of this thesis is to study the structure and the 

behavior of an interconnected set of finite state machines. Each mach¬ 

ine in this set gets its inputs from k "neighboring" machines, and 

the next state of each machine is a function of the present states of 

its neighboring machines. Such a set of machines will be called a 

cellular automaton, or CA, and its constituent finite state machines, 

cells. 

Listed below is a brief synopsis of the nature of this investi¬ 

gation. We will study how a cellular automaton is affected by the 

structure of the set whose elements index the cells of the CA, as well 

as by the degree of regularity of the interconnections between the cells. 

(For instance, the index set may be an Abelian group or a non-Abelian 

group or neither; it may be finite or it may be infinite; the inter¬ 

connection graph may be a group graph, or it may be a regular graph of 

degree k , or it may have no such regularity). We will observe how 

the structure of a CA may be embedded inside that of another, and use 

the results obtained therein to embed a CA that does not have a uniform 

interconnection structure in a CA that does. The manner in which a CA 

may simulate the behavior of a smaller CA will also be observed. 

In this context, we present the research that has been done 

earlier in this area. 
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1.2 Background 

In recent years, researchers have extensively studied the prop¬ 

erties of infinite extent arrays of finite state machines connected to 

one another in a highly regular fashion. An array of this type has 

variously been called cellular automaton (Smith []2, 13j), cellular 

space (von Neumann jl5j , Codd [2] ), modular computer (Wagner jj6]^, 

tessellation automaton (Moore [10] , Yamada and Amoroso [17, 18, 19|) 

and so forth. Cellular automata were used to study pattern recognition, 

biological evolution, iteratively organized computers, etc., though in 

each case the nature of cellular automata themselves was studied in 

varying degrees af depth. Of course, efforts were made to study the 

capabilities and limitations of cellular automata, independent of a 

particular application at hand. What follows is a summary of previous 

work in this area. 

Von Neumann [l5j chose to use a two-dimensional array of finite 

state machines to model biological reproduction and evolution, after 

his kinetic model proved unsatisfactory. He also studied the repro¬ 

duction of patterns and of automata in his model. Barricelli [3] used 

a one-dimensions^ cellular automaton in which pattern propogation was 

interpreted as evolution. Unger jl8] found a two-dimensional array 

useful for performing pattern recognition tasks. Such arrays were also 

studied for their usefulness in numerical computation DU • 

Other researchers (Moore Do] , Yamada et al jj7, 18, 19j J 

studied the cellular automaton itself for the sake of understanding its 

structure and behavior. Yamada et al, whose formulation of the cellu- 



lar automaton happens to be very elegant, developed methods to detect 

similarities in the structure and behavior of different CA's. Cole JjjJ 
considered CA's as real time acceptors and obtained results regarding 

the languages they accepted. Smith [isj presented a model of a cellu¬ 

lar automaton that computed partial recursive functions. 

In a slightly different context, Wagner jl6] formalized the 

notion of finite state machines being uniformly connected. Jump [8] 

showed that given the state diagram of a finite state machine, one could 

construct a network which would realize this machine, where the network 

consisted of identical modules uniformly connected in the sense of 

Wagner [iej« 
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We briefly contrast our model of the cellular automaton against 

earlier models. Most models of cellular automata mentioned above fit 

the description of an array of finite state machines that follows: 

A position in an infinite extent d-dimensional array may be 

described by a unique d-tuple of integers; (0,0,...,0,0) is the posi¬ 

tion of the origin, (1,0,...0,0) is the position to the "right" of the 

origin along the first dimension, the position to the "left" of the 

origin along the same dimension being (-1,0,...0,0), and so forth. 

Conversely, a d-tuple describes a unique position in the array. A fin¬ 

ite state machine at a position specified by -f = Ch, /*,"• * Pd) ,<*■ 

d-tuple of integers, will be said to be indexed by /> . Alternatively, 

by a cell (or finite state machine) f> we mean the cell indexed by 
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For each cell p , there exists a k-tuple of cells (Xpt, xp*, •» 

called the neighborhood of /> . The next state of the cell p is a 

function of the present states of the cells in its neighborhood. Given 

that the neighborhood of the cell at the origin is the k-tuple of 

d-tuples > then the neighborhood of any cell /> is 

the k-tuple of cells (P+x/jp^x;-»p^> where addition of the d-tuples 

is componentwise. 

Note that the index set (ie: the set with which we have in¬ 

dexed the set of cells of the array; the set of all d-tuples of inte¬ 

gers) is isomorphic to the direct product of d cyclic groups, each of 

infinite order. Thus the index set is an Abelian group under component¬ 

wise addition of the d-tuples. The highly regular nature of the inter¬ 

connection structure is evident from the fact that if the neighborhood 

of the identity cell (ie: the cell at the origin) is 

then that of a cell p is p+xfc) * 

In our model, any arbitrary set may be used as the cell 

index set. The manner in which the neighborhood of a cell may be chosen 

is arbitrary; the interconnection pattern can deviate from the highly 

regular pattern displayed in the earlier models. Further, the restric¬ 

tion that all the cells in the CA be identical is removed. 

This model allows a finite number of cells in a CA, unlike old¬ 

er models. Thus the results obtained using this model may be employed 

for the hardware realization of cellular automata, using batch fabrica¬ 

tion techniques similar to those described by Minnick j^9j » 



1.4 The Results 

Chapter 2 contains an elaboration of the model and also some 

definitions needed for further development of the model. 

Chapter 3 contains the results that have been obtained. The 

method of analysis of CA's in this thesis differs from those used 

earlier in that in this thesis, a graph theoretic approach has been 

taken. This approach helps in isolating properties that are peculiar 

to infinite extent arrays of finite state machines. 

Various properties of cellular automata related structurally 

to one another have been obtained, and their connection with group and 

graph theoretic results shown. For example, we show the equivalence 

0*F a non ohhnv*hnriH n^ocov'yi pg function (cl ?.l [IB] rw ? o 

of this thesis) and a graphical homomorphism that preserves edge label¬ 

ing functions between uniform CA (ie: those having uniform interconnec- 

and hence that there are uniform CA's whose structure cannot be embedded 

in that of older models. The possibility of "converting" non-uniform 

CA's into uniform ones has been explored, and necessary and sufficient 

condition for such a conversion has been obtained for the finite case; 

this condition is sufficient for the infinite case. Chapter 4 enumerates 

areas where further research would be beneficial. 

We show the equivalence of neighborhood preserv- 

tion structure in the sense of Wagner 



CHAPTER II: ELABORATION OF THE CELLULAR AUTOMATON MODEL 

Def. 2.1 

A cellular automaton is a 4-tuple N = fts} 

where G, is the set of cell indices, 

A, a finite set, is the set of cell states, 

T^ v <4 —► is the neighborhood function , 

^ ; Cx —► ^ & I S: | i s the cell-function assignment 

function. 

The interpretation to be placed on Def. 2.1 is as follows: 

A CA must be thought of as a network of cells, where a cell is a 

combinational network of k inputs over the state set A with a unit 

(4o*ia\/ thjp output. Each csll in ths netv/crk iz indexed by ar. vcle - 

ment of G, and each element of G indexes one and only one cell of the 

network. To put it loosely, elements of G are used to name the cells. 

The i^*1 input of the cell g, i-evthe cell indexed by g in G, is con¬ 

nected to the output of the i^ component of the k-tuple . The 

cells to which the inputs of g are connected are the neighbors of g, 

the i^h input of g being connected to the output of the i^ neighbor. 

The cell function of g is the combinational'function realized by the 

combinational network in g and is specified by ^ |^^) for all g 

in G. 

(f) 

In this thesis, the following notation is used: 
If is a function from X to Y , then the image 
of xe X under $ (conventionally represented by 

1 (•x')’) , is represented here by 
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Example 2.1 

In Def. 2.1, 

let k=5% 

G = the set of all ordered pairs over the integers, 

A - {6,1} 

The CA described above is a 2-dimensional infinite extent 

array of cells. The five inputs to the cell come from itself, 

from the two cells adjacent to it in the same row and from the 

two cells adjacent to it in the same column. Any cell at time 

£+1 has a ( at its output if at time t , three of its 

neighbors are 1* 

This example can be described by most models mentioned in 

Chapter 1, and ir> particular by the tessellation automaton model of 

Yamada et al jj?} , whose model has been modified somewhat to get 

ours. The non trivial differences between two are listed below. 

a) The set of cell indices in this model is any arbitrary 

set as opposed to Yamada's, where it is the set of all a-tuples 

over the integers (thus visualizing a d-dimensional infinite extent 

array). 

b) The i^ neighbor of a cell is obtained in Yamada's model 

by adding componentwise a d-tuple to the cell index. In this model, 

there is no such restriction. 



c) Each cell function is the same in Yamada's model; no such 

restriction is placed in this model. 

d) The cell function of a cell in Yamada's model is time - 

variant; in this model, it is time - invariant. 

Def. 2.2 

By the state of a cel 1, we mean the value of the output of the 

cell. 

Def. 2.3 

If j is an arbitrary function •£: X —>Y then for k ^ 

^ is defined as 
k 9 f, —:**£) 

V (%yXa,. • *,Xfc ) eXk 

Def. 2.4 

The machine realized by a CA N - < , A, TL, jfS '/ 

is an ordered pair yf where 15 

the set of all configurations of K(W) and S : A*4—?• A** is the 

next configuration function and is defined by ) ~ 

Def. 2.4 describes the behavior of the cellular automaton N. 

Let, at some time instant { , the configuration of the CA be 

jj. (ie: let the state of every cell in the CA be defined by the 

function' £ ; the state of g is yjj- ). Consider an arbitrary cell g . 

The k-tuple of neighbors of g is then cjr^ = say.Then 

the states at the input to g form the k-tuple^i 

= • The state 9 at the next instant will be the value 

of the combinational function applied to the k-tuple of states 



k 
» ie: the next state of g is (j . This is true 

of all the cells in the CA, and thus the next configuration is 

well defined. 

Thus the machine realized by the network is autonomous, has a 

finite number of configurations (or states) if G is finite, and has 

neither any output nor a special starting configuration. When started 

in some configuration , it successively assumes configurations 

*;({**)* etc. 

The following example was used by Amoroso et al jj2j to show 

how the machine realized by a CA demonstrated certain pattern repro¬ 

duction ideas. 

Example 2.2 

Let N = j'S') such that 

G = the set of all ordered pairs over the integers 

A = jo,/j 

= (fop > ^ fop in G, and 

(P'pjs = for a11 (P'V in G- 

The machine realized by N, when started with cell (0,0) in 

state 1 and the rest in state 0, has successive configurations as 

shown in Fig. 2.1. The dots in the figure represent cells of the CA, 

with the left most lowermost cell being the (0,0) cell. A dark dot 

represents a cell in state 1 and a light dot, one in state 0. 
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The behavior of the CA described in example 2.2 



M (N), the machine realized by the CA N is a formalization of 

what the network really does. Likewise, we would like to formalize the 

way in which cells are connected to each other. This formalization, as 

we shall later see, helps in clarifying ideas regarding the structure 

of the CA. Def. 2.7 formalizes notions regarding the connections be¬ 

tween cells. 

Def. 2.5 

If X is an arbitrary set, and k a positive integer, then 

the i*^ slot function, ^ , is defined for k as 

follows: 

such that (•x<,,7<a,~v'ai ■ 

In other words, the i^h slot function picks out the i^h com¬ 

ponent of a k-tuple. 

The following is an informal description of what we mean by a 

directed edge labelled graph. This is just a graph, each of whose 

edges has been assigned a name or label, not necessarily unique. It 

is not necessary to define what this set of labels is, because it will 

be seen later that such formalism is not required. Now that the mean¬ 

ing of the term is clear, we shall incorporate the description of the 

edge labels into the description about the directed graph as follows: 

Def. 2.6 

A directed edge labelled graph is an ordered pair <N,E} 

where N is the node set and E is the labelled-edge set 

such that (g, h, i} is in E if and only if there is an 
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edge from g to h in the graph having a label i- 

The two definitions given above are used in defining the con¬ 

nection graph of a CA. 

Def. 2.7 

The connection graph of a CA N = is a 

directed,edg£ la-belled graph G. = <G, E} , where E = 

{ OfI - I2*— ^ 5 6 6} 
This definition has the following interpretation: there is a 

connection from the output of cell ^ ^ i-i to the i^h input of cell 

g. This is represented in the connection graph by an edge labelled <• 

to node cj. . There is no ambiguity in describing 

the edge as the edge (fj-h) with labelling -t- . 

Once the connection graph of a CA is obtained, one more aspect 

of the structure becomes clear. In particular, if the connection graph 

has components, then there are \? mutually disjoint sets of cells 

such that there are no connections from any one member of a set to a 

member of any other set. This idea is approached via several defi¬ 

nitions, since these are needed later. 

Def. 2.8 

There exists an undirected path of length p from nodes j to h 

in a directed edge labelled graph if there exists a sequence 

of nodes j ^ such that either (<^',^1,0 is in E 

or is in E for 

In other words, there exists an undirected path from to ki 

if there exists a path between and k. in the graph got from by 

from node m 



removing all the labels and arrows in ^ 

Def. 2.9 

Two nodes and h. of a directed edge labelled graph are 

0-related if and are p-related (for some integer p 76 

if there exists an undirected path of length p- from c^, to Jv 

Def. 2,10 

Let H be the node set of a component of ^ , as defined in 

Def. 2.7. Then the CA NH = < P, ^) H , fs i H > is a 

lamination of N. 

Def. 2.11 

A CA is unlaminated if and only if it has exactly 1 

1amination, 

These definitions formalize some of the ideas regarding dis¬ 

joint sets of cells where no cell from a set is connected to cells in 

any other set. If a CA has l laminations, then the connection graph 

of the CA has t components and effectively, the CA consists of t 
smaller CA's acting in parallel. Note also that two cells belong to 

the same lamination if and only if they are p related for some 

The following definitions introduce a special class of edge 

labelled graphs that display some degree of uniformity, and provide a 

way to label paths of the graph. 

Def. 2.12 

A directed edge labelled graph is balanced if the in-degree 

and out-degree of each node is k Cky°) and given any k at 



every node of the graph there is one and only one edge labelled i 

entering, and one and only one edge labelled l leaving the node. 

Def. 2.13 

Given a balanced graph ^ E") such that the in-degree 

and out-degree of each node is k , and if K =• { l2,..vJc, 

then the path beginning at node with labelling * & K + 

is defined as follows: 

Let I 4 i and y & K + 

The path with labelling l 

the node sequence 

is 

is the undirected path given by 

, and the last node of the path 

b) The path with labelling i~1 is the undirected path given 

by the node sequence , and the last node of the path 

is A where A is in G such that a- 

c) The path with labelling is the undirected path given by 

the node sequence ^-* , and the last node of 

the path is where the path with labelling is 

given by the node sequence^ 0»A- 

d) The path with labelling n-jl~1 is the undirected path given 

by the node sequence ^1 , and its last node is A 

(•) 

K+ is the set of all non-null strings over the 
alphabet K; K* is the set of all strings, including 
the null string, over K. 



Jl-to 

where the path with labelling y has the node sequence <^---, 

and is in G such that = • 

Note that the path beginning at any node ^ and labelled by 

X6K+ is well defined and unique because of Def. 2.12, ie: because 

at any node , there is only one edge labelled i entering, and 

only one edge labelled t leaving, for K k- 

We have two more definitions regarding the structure of CA's. 

If a CA meets the conditions of the one definition, it indicates regu¬ 

larity in terms of cell structure, and if it meets the conditions of 

the other, it indicates regularity in interconnection structure. 

Def. 2.14 

A CA N'= ^ iterative if 

for all y in G. 

That is, the CA is iterative if the cell functions for all the- 

cells are identical. In such cases, it is more convenient to specify 

the cell function instead of , and frequently we will repre¬ 

sent iterative CA by the 4-tuple 

Def. 2.15 

A directed edge labelled graph is a directed edge labelled 

group graph if its node set G is a group (under some binary 

operation on G), and there exists a set & suc*1 

that for any y in G and in X, there is an edge in & from 

ffcjl to and conversely if there is an edge from to h in 

then ^ = for some <jj* in X, and furthermore, if y and b are some 
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in G, and in X, then the label of the edge from to 

is the same as the label of the edge from hcj- fe h- 

We shall replace the phrase "directed edge labelled group 

graph" by a shorter one, "group graph", when it is obvious from the 

context that the graph is directed and edge labelled as in Def. 2.15. 

Def. 2.16 

A CA N = <&,$,'*], fyy is uniform if G is a group (under a 

binary operation on it) and there exist in G such 

that for any | in S, ^ 

A CA is uniform if the cells are "uniformly interconnected" 

such that the interconnection pattern as abstracted in its connection 

qraDh, "looks the same when viewed from any cell in the CA". We take 

this notion as formalized by Wagner fl6j and adapt it to our own 

model. The connections look the same when viewed from any cell of the 

CA if and only if there exists a transitive group of automorphisms of 

the connection graph of the CA that preserve the edge labelling. It 

may be shown, following a method similar to Wagner's that this is true 

if and only if the connection graph of a CA is a group graph as defined 

in Def. 2.15. Further, it is obvious that the connection graph of the 

CA is a group graph if and only if it satisfies Def. 2.16. 



CHAPTER III- PROPERTIES OF CELLULAR AUTOMATA 

3.1 Structural Homomorphisms 

A structural homomorphism from one CA N-] to another CA N2 is a 

formalization of the notion of "the structure of N2 is wholly or partly 

embedded in that ©f N-j." Two of the reasons as to why structural homo¬ 

morphisms should be studied are given below. First, it is intuitively 

obvious that if Ng is embedded in N-|, N-j is at least as powerful behav¬ 

ioral ly as Ng. This result and others related to it are shown in Sec¬ 

tion 3.5. Second, this result helps in embedding some CA's inside lar¬ 

ger ones which hare a uniform interconnection structure, as shown in 

Section 3.3. 

Def. 3.1 

Let N-j = <^1/ ^ and N2 = < ^ such 

that cells in both the CA's have k neighbors each. Then a struc¬ 

tural homomorphism from N-j to N2 is an ordered pair, <$>s= <4^40 

where 

4^* —► 
g2 

A] P- -»■ A2 , which satisfy the restrictions 

1) ^ V (**>*>/"t
0*}6 

and 

2) fV = 

N-| and N? are structurally isomorphic, and 

isomorphism if <p and <j>a are 1-1 and onto and 

is also a structural homomorphism. 

is a structural 

4v = < <£.’> 
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Example 3.1 

Let N, = <4, {0,1},^,,^ and Nr I' 

<S\, and r)} are completely specified by the graph ^ in Fig. 3.1 

and and ^ are completely specified by the graph ^ and 

are completely specified by the statement that the cell function 

of every cell is the Boolean AND function of two arguments. 

Let <| : G-, G2 given by the following table: 

A B C D E F G H I J K L 

x Y Z X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z 

Let <pa be the identity function on {0,1} 

non cb ,h \ 3. rtrU01**y\n 1 hprpr'rr‘ov'*-'>»T cm M, r>r»^ M 
^p%‘/ Uv,^“,U'  ~ j 

A 
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Def. 3.2 

A structural homomorphism is onto , if <f> is onto 

N2 is a structurally homomorphic image of N-j, if there exists a 

structural homomorphism from N-| onto N2. 

Def. 3.3 

A structural homomorphism restricted to a lamination is the 

ordered pair <4fy|cC, 40 where £ is the set of cells of the 

lamination. 

Def. 3.4 

If N-| = and N2 = ’ then a 

■v function cf^ from 6-] to G2 is neighborhood preserving if 

nV ■ 
of Def. 3.1. 

ie: if it meets restriction (2) 

Prop. 3.1 

Let NT = and N2 = <&aA/^{ga> be 

CA's such that their connection graphs jC and fa respectively, 

are balanced. Then, if there exists a neighborhood preserving 

function from N-j to N2, then ^ C7}, U~) * ^ 

Proof: 

First note that and * are well defined, 

since 9^ and£2 are balanced. 

Next, assume that 

for some in G 



3* M 

Then since £2.is balanced 

or, 

or, by Def. 3.4, since 

is neighborhood preserving, or ffPfffPfy ' which is a contradicti 

Hence m 

provides an image in N2 for every cell in N-| and pro¬ 

vides an image in &2 f°r every state in A-j; moreover every state in Ag 

is the image of some state in A-j. The first restriction these two func¬ 

tions should meet is that for all in <J- . That 

is, the image of the i^*1 neighbor of a cell is the i*'*1 neighbor of 

the image of ^ . They also satisfy the second restriction that 

Cc4,a3, ■■■ ,o±) Pi 

Or, the image under of the next state of the cell, when given a 

k-tuple (a*j a*., >0*) as the input, is the next state of the cell's 

image under p , when presented with the image of the k-tuple under 
0 

, as the input. 

Now it should be clear why we say that structural homomorphism 

is a formalization of the notion of embedding whole or part of a CA 

inside another. Let A be the image of cell ^ under 4^, . Then 

it is clear, by the second restriction mentioned above and in Def. 3.1 

that by knowing the cell function of and the input to cell A , we 

can find out the next state of A ; thus the cell A is in some sense 

embedded in cell <jj, . Moreover, the first restriction states that if 

A is "embedded" in 7 , the neighbors of ^ are respectively "em- 



bedded" in the neighbors of , which, incidentally, is the reason why 

<te is called neighborhood preserving. Hence our contention that 
a 

structural homomorphisms provide a means of stating formally that the 

structure of part or whole of a CA N2 is "embedded" inside that of 

another CA, N-j. is wholly "embedded" in N-j if ^ is onto. In 

this context, it is interesting to note that <f>^ must be onto, under 

certain conditions, as Prop. 3.2 will show. 

Prop. 3.2 

A structural homomorphism from N-|= 

to Ng= <C<^2,/Aa>('^2j , restricted to a lamination of N-j is a 

structural homomorphism onto a lamination of N2, if the connection 

graphs of N-j, Ng are balanced. 

Proof: 

We will represent the set of all cells in a lamination contain¬ 

ing a cell q , by ^ L 

We also remark at the outset that 

k . 

for all 

In G, and that <j-^f
k = for 

all l , i*i i.k (eq. 3.1) 

In other words, we have stated that 2 k-tuples are equal if and 

only if their i^1 components are equal for 1 £ k • 

Let e, be a distinguished cell of a lamination of N-j. Then, 

first we will show that (eiO ^ 

Basis: 

k> 

6,Ge,L Hence f . But, by definition 



Let (jj, be 1-related to e,. Then by Def. 2.8 and Def. 2.9, either 

f-^ik for some Z (eq. 3.2) 

or = for some 1 (eq. 3.3) 

If eq. 3.2 is true, then 

- <?4 rj^!l by eq. 3.1 above. 

But is 1-related to » and is in 

(e4^L since 2 cells p-related to each other are in the same lamina¬ 

tion, for . So (G<hpL- 

If eq. 3.1 is true, then = 

- ftyJ: 

which again implies that e4<^_ and are J -related, 

and hence 

Induction: 

Let the images under of all cells p-related to e, be in 
a 

Cei <t>f) L 

Let ^ be a cell such that is p + 1 related to e,. 

Then there exists h in 6-j, by Def. 2.8 and Def. 2.9, such 

that cj> is 1-related to -L , and A. is p-related to -e* , which im¬ 

plies that 

Again, either <^= fitjjli , for some £, (eq. 3.4) 

or A, = ^/>|< for some t , l<,i $ k (eq. 3.5) 

If eq. 3.4 is true, then 

■ H u V 
= & 4y>iJi 

by eq. 3.4 

by eq. 3.1, 
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which is in the same lamination as &<£> > hut A <p is in 
T T 

by the induction hypothesis. Hence Cf4f) £ ^^)L 

If eq. 3.5 is true, then, 

1 by eq. 3.5 

= by eq. 3.1 

or, A and are 1-related and belong to the same lamination 

<e> & fyfy) L- 

Since any cell in etL is p-related to for some p 

hence (e* U) V CQ 4^} i— 

Next, we show b. 

Given A in L , there exists an undirected path of 

length p from -A to > for some p . Let it pass through 

nodes A — /i ^ bp-i, • *-A^, A,,A0 = -£,<^ 

be = and hence Ae> 1S in 

Assume kj =.^cj^ , for and ^ £ e,>- 

Then, by Def. 2.8, either -Api = for some i, i3A(eq. 3.6) 

°r Ajfor some (eq. 3.7) 

If eq. 3.6 is true, then 

Aj>i = A^ 7)^ by eq. 3.6 

by hypothesis 

by eq, 3.1 
■ 1/ *; >(l 

Hence there exists >1 in *-! whose image under 

or -^H is in fe, LJ <jb 

+ 1 5 



by eq. 3.7 

3* S' 

If eq. 3.7 is true, then 

hj = A^ti njji for 1 < k by eq. 3.7 

Since the connection graph of N-j is balanced, (see Def. 2.12), there 

exists a unique cell <J-+| such that is its i^ neighbor (for 

some \<{^ k ) in e\ L , the lamination of N-| containing <2,. Hence 

% - ^ . 
s cii" K 

by hypothesis 
- H (eq. 3.8) 

Because the connection graph of N2 is balanced, there is only 

one cell in N2 whose i^ neighbor is hj (we emphasize that in the 

general case, a cell can obviously have only one i^*1 neighbor, but it 

can be the i^*1 neighbor of more than one cell). But, by eq. 3.7, ^ is 

the i^ neiohbor of J^/.^ . and bv ea, 3.8. h is the i^ neiahbor of 
U ' if 

3 A/V\ & LI 4^, Hence 4>^_ and furthermore. 

P>|-H is in (c»L)4^. • Hence we have shown that if ^ = A is in 

(£,<]>■) L » then n is in ^ 

So by induction L — (€|L)^|) , and hence, 

fa&) L =(e,l)b'Thus we conclude that if N-j, N2 are balanced then <p 
 r I , ^ • ,. • . restricted to a lamination is onto. 

Further, since satisfy the conditions 

nf- w- 
for all cells ^"*in the they satisfy the condition for all cells 

in the lamination ^ L- . Hence «/ dw| Q is a structural 
0 

homomorphism. 
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Cor. 3.1 

If N-], f?2 are uniform and unlaminated, then a structural homo¬ 

morphism from N] to N2 is onto N2. 

If Hi nd are unlaminated with a 

structural homomorphism ^ = <%Aa)> then is a closed sub- 

set of G2 under the "neighborhood relation". More precisely, if g is 

in » then there exists h in G] such that g = h <f>^ So, 

ftrr~ll i, 

- 

or the neighbors of g are also in Gi4^ » and fajfrfy) 

is a cellular automaton. 

In physical terms, this means that if there is a cell c in 

U2 that is not in , it is not possible to start from c and 

follow a path along the interconnections between cells, from the out¬ 

put of c to an isvput of cell d , from the output of d to an input 

of cell e , and so forth, till a cell in G] <f> is reached. Thus, the 
a 

state of a cell in G-|can never be affected at some future time by 

the present state of a cell not in G-j <$> . Equivalently, the cells 

in G
I4^. operate independently of those not in G] 4^ > and hence 

<Co<4>f } 
is a cellular automaton. 

5-2. Graphical homomorphisms and neighborhood preserving functions. 

Def. 3.5 

If and ^ i=zy are two directed edge 
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T^eHed graphs, then a graphical homomorphism that preserves 
i 

eage labelling is a function from N-j to ^2 such that if 

is in E-j, then *■) is in E2;and 

father, if (Vn, -TO,:, i > is in E2 such that irf, , are in 

> then there exist r>, , T)*. in N-| such that C'r)<,'r'z,t) is 

in E-], and O = ^ 

, The graphical homomorphism is onto, if <p^ is onto, is one-to-one 

' rf is 1-1 and is an isomorphism if 4^ is 1-1 onto. 

This is just the conventional idea of a homomorphism between 

graphs, modified to take into account the fact that edges have labels. 

We may unambiguously talk of the homomorphism <$„ taking an edge of 

into one of in this context. Also since we are interested only in 

label preserving graphical homomorphisms, when we write "graphical homo- 

morphisms" we mean "graphical homomorphisms that preserve edge labelling". 

The following proposition shows the equivalence of neighborhood pre¬ 

serving functions (Def. 3.4) and graphical homomorphisms that preserve 

edge labelling. 

Prop. 3.3 

Let Ni= <^1, \ fSl > and N2= -jfs^y be two CA'S and 

5, = y , E-a^be their respective connec¬ 

tion graphs. Then there exists a graphical homomorphism from 

to if and only if there exists a neighborhood preserving 

function from N-j to N2. 
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Proof 

First assume that there exists a graphical homomorphism 4^ 

from to . Take an arbitrary elementwhere h-izk 

andg<'£,. Since there exists a homomorphism fa from >5{ to 

is in E2, or there is an edge in ^labelled l from Jv. ' 

But ^ is the connection graph of the CA N2, and the only edge in 

that enters is from ^ <^n^3 4 • Hence, 

<^,1;^= for all J in G-j, l<i<k (eq. 3.9) 

which implies that 

= 2 ‘P-n^ (eq. 3.10) 

since the i^*1 components of the two k-tuples in eq. 3.10 are 

equal by eq. 3.9. So is neighborhood preserving by Def. 3.4. 

Conversely, we show that if cp^_ a iieiyiibur'iiuud preserving 

function from N-j to Ng, then it is a graphical homomorphism from ^ to ^ 

Let be an arbitrary edge in /J^is ^ and 

. Note that ^ 4^^. 4 is the i**1 neighbor of in N2 

and = nAfy by hypothesis, so 

is an edge in E2. 

Also, if (rr>tj nm^i.) is an edge in E2> such that are 

in GI4Y > then there exists in G-j such that = rn^- and 

= *"<■ So’ 

Cfby hypothesis 

Hence <$Q is a graphical homomorphism from ^ to /9a. 
1 © 
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Before proceeding further, the structural homomorphism concept 

of Yamada et al [l8j is compared with the structural homomorphism 

model in this thesis. 

If 4^s = is a structural homomorphism from N-j to 

N2 in the sense of Yamada et al but in the notation of this thesis, then 

, by definition would be 1-1. By Prop. 3.2, <J> would be onto, 

since the CA's N-j and N2 are uniform in Yamada's model. Hence it would 

mean (Prop. 3.3, Def. 3.5) that the connection graphs of N-] and N2 are 

isomorphic. Hence it is no surprise that N-j and N2 would "look" differ¬ 

ent and yet M2 could reflect in a reduced sense the behavior of . 

However, since cj>a need not be onto, N2 could behave in a manner tot¬ 

ally unrelated to the behavior of N-|. 

we interpret "structural homomorphism" to mean that if a cell 

in N2 is the image under cj> of cell in N1 then the cell can 

effectively be embedded in Cj ^ . The definition does not force to 

be 1-1; thus, the cell ^ in N2 may be embedded in more than one cell 

simultaneously,™ N-|. The restriction that 4^ be onto ensures that 

the behavior of N2 can be simulated by that of N-j (Def. 3.18, th. 3.3). 

However, N-] might have some behavior totally unlike that displayed by 

N2 because ^ is not 1-1 (Def. 3.19). 

3.3 - Minimal Uniform Cellular Auotmata. 

The equivalence between graphical homomorphisms and neighborhood 

preserving functions (which was demonstrated in Prop. 3.3) is helpful 

in studying the following problem: given a cellular automaton, can one 
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construct a uniform cellular automaton such that the given CA is its 

structurally homomorphic image? This leads us to another question; 

given a directed edge labelled graph ,g2, can one find a directed edge 

labelled group graph such that there exists a graphical homomor¬ 

phism. from/^ onto/^.? it will turn out that one can indeed find such 

a group graphAf is balanced, and furthermore, if^ is finite, 

only if^2 
1S balanced. We shall assume throughout that ^2 has one 

component (Suppose^ has £ > i components ^21» 6-22' • ^-21 • The 

problem then is to find group graphs ^|, ^T|2such that there 

exists a graphical homomorphism fromonto V; 3 1 =^$2* Then there 

exists a graphical homomorphism from ^ , the graph containing i components 

^ ;onro ) 

Lem.3.1 

If there exists a label preserving graphical hcmomcrphism 'frcm 

a directed edge labelled group graph onto a finite, directed, 

edge labelled graph^2, both having indegree k at every node, 

then^g 1S balanced. 

Proof: 

Let 4^ he the graphical homomorphism from .6-j onto >52, and h 

be a node ofj$j. Since ^ is a group graph, and has indegree k for 

every node, there are exactly k labels used to label the edges of/Sq. 

Let them be 1,2,3,.../;. (This choice of labels does not reduce the gener¬ 

ality of the proof). Then, there is exactly one edge labelled <- enter¬ 

ing n and one edge labelled l leaving it, for all ijiiiik . This 

means that there is at least one edge labelled i entering, and at 

least one edge labelled i leaving the node "4^ in>£2. Since there are 
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exactly k edges entering the node ■*><&„ in^* there is one and exactly 

one edge labelled i entering , for all T, This is true 

for all nodesin ^2> since <$>^ is onto. Also, the total number of edges 

in 62 is k times the number of nodes in the graph. This statement, 

and the one that there is at least one edge labelled t, leaving any 

node in ^ for all t , together imply that there is exactly one 

edge labelled l leaving any node in$2> f°r fur¬ 

thermore, there cannot be edges in k<i having labels other than 

j \,2,'“jk j- * since there are none in^-j having labels other than these. 

So there is exactly one edge labelled -t entering any node, and 

exactly one edge labelled l leaving it, for all l 9 I k , and 

^2 is balanced. 

If a graph ^2 1S infinite and unbalanced, then it is not true 

that there cannot exist a graphical homomorphism from a group graph ^ 

onto $2> as the following example shows. 

Example - 3.2 

Figure 3.2 contains two infinite directed edge labelled graphs 

fa] and $2’, /l-| is also a group graph. Define a function from 

the node set of 8-^ to that of/j^ as follows: 

= (p; if f?0 0
*■ * 70 

(o,q)^= C2,^ 

Choose a node ( ) in ^ such that ^ Then 

r <7* 
there exists a path in^-| labelled ^ ? from ( o^°) to 

( )• Now, if the path in #2 labelled 0^ from (2,3) 

( ), then ( y,* )4jp = 

ends at 
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Fi g. 3.2: Graphs ^ and /$4 of example 3.2 
Dashed edges have labelling 1, 
other edges have labelling 2. 



It is seen by inspection that^-j is a group graph, is a 

graphical homomorphism, buthi is not balanced. 

Now given a directed edge labelled graph hi = that 

is balanced, we must see if there exists a directed edge labelled group 

graph h] from which there is a homomorphism onto F°r convenience, 

we will assume that A is the indegree of each node in^2> and that the 

set of labels used to label the edges of/^2 is 

Def., 3.6 

K - > % ■•■•J i , 2., • -v. ^ J 

Def. 3.7 

P is the permutation group over the node set of hi. 

Def. 3.8 

T^2 is the node neighborhood function from G2 to G2 , such that 

if (j is in. G, than ^ = where ^ is in G2 and there is 

an edge labelled l from -ft; to for 

h and hence r\ ^ , Ua<J< are well-defined. Fur- 
i ^ _i ^ J- 

thermore we^ defined, because hi is balanced. (In 

practice, h2 is going to be the connection graph of a CA; hence ^ 2 

and ^2 will be well defined, but ^ will n°t be 

well-defined if is not balanced). 

Def. 3.9 

If xeK* , then 7T( is the string in K obtained by 
0 /r - -I 

replacing every occurrence of -t in X by L and every occurr- 
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ence of C*1 by -L , for where 7; * is the "reflec¬ 

tion" of . 

Example 3.3 

If X = I2.3--' r'3> then 5'1 1 t’2-"1'’ 

Def. 3.10 

Y is a function from K (the set of all strings, includ¬ 

ing the null string, over K) into P , the permutation group over 

and is defined as follows: 

AY is the identity permutation, i.e.: ^ 

L7 )$Uk is the permutation defined by ^Ov' fiz 'L 0 

"'V * , 1. 

t'y,Ui-I<is the permutation defined by 

fV „ -v tyftgrg ry r \y * apr) 7^1/ K t nQv^rrjl 14-q f *j Qrj rla-f -? norj Kw . «■ • 
/(J ‘ ~ J' C / ^ ' ' j -. ... — . ,. *w— j 

f(xfO - ) 

Example 3.4 

-t 
Let k=3. Choose a string in <s ; say 1 2.31 . Then the 

permutation f12 32.'1 T takes an element o, of G2 into 

('fl^a)(%L')(tlJ>-)’0r’ if (f, ^°'0 
and ^0,^3,2) are edges in (note that there must exist 

unique koykyha., in G2 such that these edges are in 

since the graph is balanced), then \~^2.3'XJi if takes into A 3- 

Looking at it yet another way, if the permutation 1~'Q_ 3'2'’stakes 

cp into A3 , then there must be a path labelled 1 

(Def. 2.13) from ^ to A3 . Thus, the following lemma is ob¬ 

viously true. 



Lem. 3.2 
^ • 1 £ 

The permutation T<V takes a node of ^ into a node A. of 

$2. if and only if there exists a path labelled from to A 

Proof: 

By induction on the length of * ; the lemma is true for length 

of of = j , by Def. 3.10. ^ 

To see that T is into P? observe that is indeed a 

permutation on 6£. Furthermore ^(ii) is in for all in G2, and 

given fi in G2, there is a unique ^ in Gg that maps onto A under 

Hence LY is a permutation. Similarly, i, T is a permutation, since 

the graph ^ is balanced. We may induct on the length of ^ K* and 

chnw that 7, y is a permutation. 

Def. 3.11 

Let Gp be the set of all permutations in the range of as 

defined as in Def. 3.10. i.e.: let Gp = ^ 

Lem. 3.3 

Gp is a denumerable subgroup of P, the permutation group over 

Proof: 

is denumerable and Gp ■=. K . Hence Gp is de¬ 

numerable. 

Crpis closed under composition, since if 

starting from Def. 3.10 and inducting on the length of 

then 

, we may 
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show that 

C*V( JO = (eq. 3.11) 

which is in 

The binary operation on (3^ > composition, is obviously assoc¬ 

iative, and the identity element (permutation) of P is in (3p 

It may be shown by induction on the length of x e that 

(-x ->r' T= <3 "O ■= A v . But C'AK~'~X') — (_ T< "*'X?r,nr) 

by eq. 3.11. So the inverse of in <^pis TS"' T , which is also 

in 

Hence Ca is a subgroup of P. 

Def. 3.12 

Let /9p ~*\, Ep be a directed edge labelled graph, 

where £p = ^ P~* *\) ] 1 Pr<9 } 

By definition, Q is a directed edge labelled group graph, 

and has only one component. 

Def. 3.13 

Let be a distinguished node of £ 

Def. 3.14 

<£> is a function from (4 onto Cx^ defined by 

V),4f =f = f 
<j> is onto because the graph ^ has one com- 

ponent; therefore, given an arbitrary element ^ in there ex¬ 

ists an' x in Ksuch that there is a path labelled x from e^to 

; hence, the permutation %Y takes into by Lem. 
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3.2, and hence the image of 70" under is ^ , by Def. 3.14. 

Lem. 3.4 

cj> is a graphical homomorphism from ‘Qp onto ^ 

Proof: 

Let (CP^X^XP^ V) be an arbitrary edge in 

Let =cj. Then (eq. 3.12) 

by Def. 3.14 

and by Def. 3.10 

or CPr)(^) Cj by Def< 3,14 (eq. 3*13) 

5° ((P^OC'K)^ Cpty) 9 ~ by eq- 3J2 and eq* 

3.13 which is an edge in 

Sum lany, since is onco, Tor any n in onere exists 

a c|T in such that QT) (p^ = •/) . So for any edge (_ O 

in there exists an edge ^ f} aj) which maps 

into it under <p> 

t m 
Th. 3.1 

Given a cellular automaton N£ = A*.,0^ there is a 

uniform CA such that there exists a structural homomorphism 

from N p to N2 if the connection graph ^ of N2 is balanced, 

and furthermore, if ^ is finite, there exists a structural 

homomorphism from to N2 only if ^ is balanced. 

Proof: 

If the connection graph £ of N2 is finite and not balanced, 
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then by Lem. 3.1, there cannot exist a neighborhood preserving function 

from a uniform CA to ^ 

Let be balanced. Let Np = <^ where Qp 

is defined as in Def. 3.11 and is defined by 

(p^p « «‘/pi) ^7)) ^fp^eCr? (eq. 3.13a) 

(Then the connection graph of is as defined in 3.12). 

Then cf> , as defined in Def. 3.14, is neighborhood preserving 
o 

by Lem. 3.4. 

Let 

defined by (eq. 3.14) 
f= H 

Then, if is the identity function from A2 to Ag_ then 

( (Xj^Qn Oi, ^ ,^h *r. (Tli ,(%2..•••/?*. ^ b,v eg. ,3.14. 
^ .y y 

Vr'//(, u 1)0j>/ Ta ^ 'ft'*• sy [) 

and is a structural homomorphism from N^ to N2. 

Cor. 3.2 

If N2 is iterative, then N^ is iterati ve. 

Def. 3.15 

Given a CA N2 = whose connection graph 

is balanced, the CA Np = as constructecl in 

Th. 3.1, is called a minimal uniform CA corresponding to N2 

Rem. 3.1 

A CA N2, whose connection graph is balanced, is a structurally 

homomorphic image of Np , a minimal uniform CA corresponding to it. 



Def. 3.15 
3*2*2- 

Let TT^j) be the partition induced on , the node set of 

4> b* to. 

Prop. 3.4 

If % is a directed edge labelled group graph, then Gp and 

Q are graphically isomorphic. 

Proof: 

Since ^ is a directed edge labelled group graph, there exist 

GJI sucl1 that for any in G2, I ^ ? $ k the 

edge labelled a. entering ^ is from ^ $ be in K* 

such that p = p^ ^ ■>• » ■p/^'m where K and ctpjc* 

h <*f* m Let
 f •••?£"' where ?l 15 

interpreted to mean <^o for all a, . Then, the permutation /?-r 

takes as element of G2 into by Def. 3.10 

Let /m‘r, l* be two permutations in Q-^ such that 

Then' Def- 3-14’ 

C., f'rn ~fj — C ^ eq. 3.14. 

Also, by the argument above, there exist J^^such that 

~ | Ary, fC^') 
but &2.CrrnrQ ~ ^2-0-'O by eq. 3.14 

or 

°r, -ea' ®2_is not necessarily the identity 

of Gg) 

or. A^-= ^8 



or, 

or, =■ L fYe^ , 7KW| rm r =■ 

Hence & is 1-f onto, and ^ is isomorphic to £p 

Prop. 3.5 

H = fMrpr;^ =■ ^2-J) V is a subgroup of G 

Proof: 

AT the identity permutation is in H 

Let *7 , y-f be in H. Then are in Kf 

Also £-2. (r~f) = <2^ asr\A e^C^-r} = e^-Thus 

eo. C^CY'0= (<r*-Ctt')~) (yr} 

= (f yf-) 

= and (7S^OT is in H. 

Let eo-C7S'0 = ^2- 

The inverse of 7\ir in £j: is yC'nr 

Note that (f7sx"')T 

= yA Y 

and €*2.0 7) = 

or, ^2 6'"0 (^)= 

or, e^('7T,'r> ea or 

by Eq. 3.11 

is in H. 

Prop. 3.6 

is right congruence. 

Let 7\T ^7 be permutations in such that 

C* ^3 ^ = fa |1^
Then e^0* T) - eac^o> 

or’ e2 c = exC (%o 



Prop. 3.7 

a right coset decomposition of Q? induced by H. 

Proof: 

Let pr £ Op 

Then HCp7)= f A T l-jj^ C by Prop. 3.5 

- m 
Note the following: The notion that there is a group graph from 

which there is a homomorphism onto a balanced graph is similar to the 

machine theoretic notion that a permutation machine is a (machine-) 

homomorphic image of its semi-group accumulator. (Hartmanis and Stearns 

they are interested in the finite case, whereas we are interested in 

anced graphs also. 

Next, it is shown that a minimal uniform CA N p corresponding 

to a CA N2 where the connection graph of N2 is balanced, is indeed 

"minimal" in the following sense: if there exists a structural homo¬ 

morphism from a uniform CA N-j onto N2> then there must exist a structur¬ 

al homomorphism from N-j onto N^ . The following lemma will be needed 

later. 

). However, since they are dealing with finite state machines, 

graphical homomorphisms from infinite group graphs onto infinite bal¬ 

Lem. 3.5 

and N2 - Let N-j be 
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two CA's whose respective connection graphs and ^2. are of 

in-degree k and balanced, such that there exists a label preserv¬ 

ing graphical homomorphism from onto . Then if the 

path labelled k*" from node in ends at node A/ 

then the path labelled from node^(^ m ^ends at node A • 

Proof: 

Since ^ and ^ are balanced, paths labelled y from nodes 

'j. and respectively do indeed exist. The proof is by induction 

on the length of , starting with the basis that if 

and for all nodes in , which 

implies that the lemma is true when the length of x is ]. 

Th. 3.2 

N2 = <^3, fay is a CA whose connection graph is 

balanced and Np is a minimal uniform CA corresponding to ^ 

Then if there exists a CA N-|= <<5-^ Atj nqi} ^ ^7 such that 

<4^ is a structural homomorphism from N] onto N2, 

then Np, is a structurally homomorphic image of N^. 

Proof: 

The terminology introduced in Def. 3.6 through Def. 3.16 and the 

results proved in Lem. 3.2 through 3.5 and in Th. 3.1 will be used in 

this proof. In particular, 15 ^e structural homomorphism 

from Np to N2 as defined in Theorem 3.1. 

First a function from G-] to Gp is defined and shown to be 

neighborhood preserving. 



Tc t ■*=- 6 r 
Let e, be an element in G-j such that -e, ^-= (eq. 3.14a) 

Note ^ is onto, and is a distinguished element of G2 (see 

Def. 3.13). 

Define 
^ = A~t 

(eq. 3.15) 

Let A be an element in G^. 

Define (eq. 3.16) 

(eq. 3.17) 

Note from eq. 3.15 that ^ maps into Ar ■ 

Note from eq. 3.16 and eq. 3.17 that if _xe-Krsuch that the 

length of y> is i (j-ey o-rn."' ^tr/) k), then, if the last node 

of the path labelled y , from e, is ^ 0^. = -7 V • 

Assume that for all y&- kr4 of length , if the path from 

•£j labelled 7^ ends at ^ , then - 'Xf . Let ye- l<+ be of 

length fp-ri such that the last node of the path from labelled^ 

ends at . Then y-fi'* > or ^ ' where 1 ^ i ^ -k and 

'y ^ K+ is of length p- 

Hence if the path from ^ labelled ends at 

If ^ then 

fon,k 
k 

(eq. 3.18) 

= k 
- yVfk 

and 

by eq. 3.16 

by eq. 3.18 



and 

If 

by eq. 3.13a 

by def. 3.10 

J* by hypothesis. 

3*2-7 

(Eq. 3.19) 

o'-t 

7 s T~ ‘hen 

<?; = i° cVi) _ 
flY 

- f>\cntlo 
= y< (y\fkT 

• (jrx^r? 
a -| 

= ^ -r 

= by hypothesis. 

by eq. 3.17 

by eq. 3.18 

by eq. 3.13a 

by def. 3.10 

(Eq. 3.20) 

Hence by eq. 3.15, eq. 3.19 and eq. 3.20, if there is a path 

labelled -X e K* from -%_to q. then c?-7*. = ' 
ttben 7 r 

Next, it is shown that is indeed well-defined. 

be the last node of two paths from 

We show that ^-r = ^-r = 7^. 

Let CL. 
f1 

in labelled 

Note that the path from ^ labelled x_J ends at , so the 

path from ^ labelled * y ends at . Because is a group graph 

the path from any node in ^ labelled ends at ^ . Hence, since 

Vjf is a graphical homomorphism from onto ^ , the path in 

from ^labelled OC'y ends at for all nodes ^ in , by 

Lem. 3.5. Since ^ is onto, this means that the path in from any 

node ^ labelled yr!j. ends at ^ . This further implies, that the 

permutation Xj'f takes any node into itself; i.e.: it is the ident- 



ity permutation, by definition of Y (Lem. 3.2). 

So (V'r) C^~0= TT'Y ** by eq. 3.11 

= A Y by the proof above 

= (_-*** (-*r by lem. 3.3 

or ^ Y = Y Y 

So is well defined, 

t^ls onto, since is connected. 

is neighborhood preserving by definition. 

Third, a function IL from the cell state set A] of N-j onto the 

cell state set Aj, of Nj> is defined, which meets the constraint that 

for any (&i, aa,--, ) in A-j and 
f 

in G 1 

Note : A-j !\% 

Define Y* — ^ (Eq. 3.21) 

Observe that = ,as fo^ows: 

Basis: r = ^ by eq. 3.14a 

= (AY) 4r by def. 3.14 

= -e, T^. 4^. by eq. 3.15 

Induction: Let — where there exists a path of length 

f. from e| Then 

by hypothesis ie: th. 3.2 

by the induction hypothesis 

by def. 3.14, lem. 3.4 

since 'Tjp is neighborhood 

preserving. 
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Also j-faikf'Y f'ffC'nJiJ' 

= ctyti'rifi0‘'tt j 

= fC-hkr'rj^ 
is neighborhood preserving. 

by hypothesis, prop. 3.1 

by induction hypothesis 

by lem. 3.4, prop. 3.1 

by prop. 3.1, since 

Hence % - Vr (Eq. 3.22) 

Continuing, observe further that for all (c^}o^}. in A1 

Lt^t faj) / 
since<\j^ t|/^ is a structural homomorphism from N-] to N2, by 

hypothesis. 

or f-jJ by eq. 3.21 

or (a^oa.,--,*i<j r£ eq* 3'22 

or 0^•' ->°^) CffaO ^ • ‘ by eq. 3.14 (Eq. 3.23) 

Hence is a structural homomorphism from N-j to 

by eq. 3.23 and the fact that is neighborhood preserving. 

It is clear that a minimal uniform CA corresponding to a CA N2, 

whose connection graph is balanced if it exists, may not be unique if 

N2 contains more than one cell. In fact, there may be as many uniform 

minimal CA's as there are choices of "the distinguished element C^_ in 

G2 "(Def. 3.13). However, if N p and Np/ are two minimal uniform CA's 

corresponding to N2, then by Rem. 3.1, there must exist structural homo- 

morphisms from Np onto N2 and from Np, onto N2. Now, since Np is a 

minimal uniform CA of N2, and there exists a structural homomorphism from 

a uniform CA Np onto N?, therefore, by th. 3.2, there exists a struc- 
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tural homomorphism from Np, onto Np ; similarly, there exists a structur¬ 

al homomorphism from Np onto Np/ . Hence Np and Np/ are structurally 

isomorphic, and the phrase "the minimal uniform CA corresponding to N2" 

iS'not ambiguous. 

Theorem 3.2 states that if a CA N2 is a structurally homomor¬ 

phic image of a uniform CA N], then Np , the minimal uniform CA corres¬ 

ponding to N2 is also a structurally homomorphic image of N^. Thus the 

cardinality of the cell-index set of Np is not greater than the cardi¬ 

nality of the cell-index set of Nj and hence N^ is indeed "minimal". 
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3.4 Neighborhood preserving functions from uniform CA. 

Prop. 3.5 may be easily generalized to show that if there ex¬ 

ists a neighborhood preserving function 4k from a uniform CA, Ni onto 
T 1 

another CA, N2, such that the connection graph of N2 is balanced, then 

the subset H of elements of G-] which have the same image under as 

the identity of G-j, is a subgroup of G-j. The results obtained in this 

section are to the effect that N2 is uniform if and only if H is a nor¬ 

mal subgroup of G] and that <jy is related in a natural manner to a 

(group) homomorphism from G] onto G2. 

Def. 3.17 

The kernel of a neighborhood preserving function from a uniform 

CA is the set of elements which have the same image under the 

function as the identity of the cell index set. 

Prop. 3.8 

Let 6 be a neighborhood preserving function from N-j 
0 

onto N2 = where N] and N2 are uniform and the 

identities of G-j and G2 are and respectively. Then 

defined by ^ 

is a group homomorphism from G] onto G2. 

t 

Proof: 

Let ^ be.in G-, and let = Then 

it follows from the definition of a group graph (Def. 2.15) that for 

any h, in G-j, there exist CM, a*,-• ap ip where <^=10*- 

and ) $ A for all \ ^ l * -fc- such that 
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0 ^ M 

^ * % \ *** (Eq. 3.24) 

(Note that is to be interpreted as for all 

Or. i, - e, C-Ji kT(%kf- fa Le f-'(Vit{Jr 

So, ^ fafahS*--- faJ<FTH^rTV 

is a neighborhood preserving function (Eq. 3.25) 

■ (^W^OYT’A)0*... b* 

repeated application of restriction A of Def. 3.I, 

as in eq. 3.25 ( 

and hence. -A^« .. C^).L ^ (Eq. 3.26) 

Similarly, for any ^ in G], there exist A*, and 

where ^ = and i^/^forall InUj such that 

<E,-3-27> 

Hence, *(J,X, ft? # S*1 fcS-. 

from eq. 3.24, 3.27 (Eq. 3.28) 

Eq. 3.29 and Eq. 3.30 may be obtained from Eq. 3.27 and Eq. 3.28 in a 

manner similar to the one where Eq. 3.26 was got from Eq. 3.24. 

= (-2Jff •••('> (El- 3-29> 

1 J o, (rf, 0 -A fa O ''ffoJ VV / ^ / / \k. 
- vVv v?a ^J“-(yfyJ(2y (j>w - (%'jj by (Eq. 3.30) 

By eq. 3.26, eq. 39 and eq. 3.30, X} 

and hence is a (group) homomorphism from G] to G2. ^ 

by Def. 2.15 

since 



Proof: 

H, the kernel of is a normal subgroup of G-j. 

H ={ vt 

= ft!by Prop. 3.8 

= fol ^ } 
Or H is the kernel of the (group) homomorphism 2Ja , and hence is normal. 

f s 
Cor. 3.4 

E m the equivalence relation on G-j induced by 
t 

congruence relation. 

4^ , is a 

Cor. 3.5 

There cannot exist a neighborhood preserving function from a 

uniform CA Nj = ^onto a uniform CA N2 

if G2 is non-Albelian and G-j is Abelian. 

Proof: 

There exists a group homomorphism from G-j onto G2 by Prop. 3.8. 

Hence if Gi is Abelian, G-, must also be Abelian. 
12 r © 

The next proposition may be visualized as a converse to Cor 3.3. 

Prop. 3.9 

Let be a neighborhood preserving function from a uniform 

CA N] = fay onto N2 = where the 

connection graph of N2 is balanced. Then if the kernel of 4^is nor- 



Proof: 

Let f? and fy be the last nodes of two paths from e, the 

identity of <S( kWUJ x^j such that ^ and have the same image 

in G2 under 

Hence jj?*] = E%] 

t 
JfT<fc r 

(Eq. 3.31) 

and by Lem. 3.5, the last nodes of the paths from having the 

labels 7 and y are the same. 

1 

Now if ^ is the last node of the path from ^ labelled <y 

then the last nodes of the paths from e( labelled ^7 and are 

andrespectively. Since the equivalence relation induced by <p^ is 

a congruence relation, 

r <?* <?„7 — r 

which implies the last nodes of the paths from having labels 

and n are the same. This is true for all e K*". 

In order words, if the paths from -e^ having labels -/■ and y~ 

end at the same node, then the paths from any node in the connection 

graph of N2, having labels * and y end at the same node. Hence the 

connection graph of N2 is a group graph (Magnus et al [^.o] Chap, i 

p. 60) and N2 is uniform. 

Cor. 3.6 

Let Hp=- <<3-p, Az.^pjsp) be the minimal uniform CA of N2 = 

‘‘CGA> •> whose connection graph is balanced. 

Then Gp is Abelian if and only if N2 is uniform and G2 is Abelian. 



Proof: 

If Ng is uniform, then by Prop. 3.4 the connection graphs of 

N2 and Np are graphically isomorphic. So.if G2 is Abelian, Gp is 

Abelian, (only if) If N2 is not uniform, by Prop. 3.9 Gp 

contains a subgroup that is not normal, which implies that G^ is 

non-Abelian. 

Cor. 3.7 

There cannot exist a structural homomorphism from a uniform CA 

whose index set is Abelian onto a non-uniform CA whose connection 

graph is balanced. 

A classic result from group theory states that any Abelian group 

is a homomorphic image of the direct product of d cyclic grouDS. each 

of infinite order. So effectively, a uniform CA whose index set is Abe¬ 

lian may be embedded in an infinite extent array (of some finite di¬ 

mension 4 ) of finite state machines. On the other hand, Cor. 3.5 

would imply that if a CA is uniform, but its cell index set is not Abe¬ 

lian, then effectively it cannot be embedded in any of the previous 

models (i.e.: in a uniform CA whose cell index set is an Abelian group 

of d generators, each of infinite order). Based on Cor. 3.7, a simi¬ 

lar statement may fce made regarding non-uniform CA's having balanced 

connection graphs. 

Thus we are justified in claiming that our model is more power¬ 

ful than earlier models insofar as structure is concerned. On the basis 

of results obtained so far, we cannot make a similar statement regarding 

behavior. 
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3.5 Behavioral homomorphisms. 

In this section we shall formalize ideas regarding behavioral 

similarities in cellular automata, just as section 3.1 contained ideas 

about structural similarities. A behavioral homomorphism from a CA N-| 

to another CA N2 is a formalization of the idea that "whole or part of 

the behavior of Ng can be simulated by that of N-|." 

Def. 3.18 

Let N,= fay end N2= 

Then cj^ is a behavioral homomorphism from 

to MCN^)~ if is a partial function from A-]6^ to 

A2®2 such that (^-4i
c')

<5x — ^or configurations J. in 

dehno(4>cy and if dow,^c) is closed under S’, . A behavioral 

. , • a r, 
nomomorphism is onto if the function cp is onto 

M (N-j) and M (N2) are respectively the machines realized by the 

networks N-j and N2 (Def. 2.4). Let ^ , a configuration of M (N2), be 

the image under the behavioral homomorphism ^ , of a configuration -j. 

of M (N]). Then, by the definition above, the next configuration 

of M (N2) may be found by determining the image under 43. of the next 

configuration -j^ of M (N-|). If <£, is onto, then the next con¬ 

figuration of any in A2^ may be found out by knowing the next con¬ 

figuration of an p in A-|G1 such that . Hence the claim that 

if there exists a behavioral homomorphism from M (N-j) into (onto) 

M (N2), then the "behavior of part (whole) of N2 can be simulated by 

that of N-j." 
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The fact that if there is a structural homomorphism from N-] to 

N2,then there is a behavioral homomorphism from M (N-j) to M (N2)s was 

demonstrated by Yamada et al [l8j for uniform iterative arrays whose 

cell index set was the group of all d-tuples of integers. This result 

is generalized to apply to arbitrary CA's, finite or infinite, uniform 

or non-uniform and iterative or non-iterative. 

Def. 3.19 

Let N-j= and N2= be two 

CA's such that there exists a structural homomorphism^ L 4k/r 

7 ’ 

from N-j onto ^ : Gi—? A] is consistent Then a configuration 

with the structural homomorphism if <3} 3^<p~ 

The motivation tor this definition is that we want to ooserve 

the cell-wise simulation of M (N2) by M (N]), where N2 is structurally 

homomorphic to N]. More precisely, if a cell ^ of N2 is "embedded" in 

cell under a structural homomorphism then we want to 

simulate the behavior of cell <^of N2 by cell of N-j, such that a 

state cxc^e-A^of cell g^is simulated by state j 6$ ^ . 

Now suppose there are two cells and such that 

and there is a configuration *jl such that | 4>a. Then 

this configuration may not be used to simulate the behavior of cell 

since it would mean that ^ simultaneously has two different states 

anc* |4L * Hence our interest in configurations are con¬ 

sistent with the structural homomorphism. 
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Lem. 3.6 

If a configuration ^ of M (N-j), where N-p <Ch, «?,> is 

consistent with a homomorphism from N-| onto ^ 

'(Crx, Fh,y 9 future configurations of M (N-]) are 

consistent with the homomorphism. 

Proof: 

It is sufficient to show that the next configuration ^ of 

M (N-j) is consistent with the homomorphism. 

Let be cells in G-j such that 

cell functions of the cells are respectively 

and 

• 
The 

%\h and U\ 

<t>. 
I/I I/O\ IIA. 

4C ) 
by net. 3.1. restrictionJ 

by hypothesis 

by Def. 3.1, restriction i 

(Eq. 3.32) 

Also. 

or 

or ‘ji Wf Xi, 4y or 

by hypothesis 

(j) is neighborhood preserving 
lr a 

by Def. 3.19, since L is consistent 

With (Eq. 3.33) 

The next states of cells and ^ will respectively be 

(^i ^X?fc)and and by eq-3-32 and 

eq. J.33, have the same image under <j^ . Hence the next configura¬ 

tion of M (N-j) is consistent with the structural homomorphism. 
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Cor. 3.8 

The set of consistent configurations of M (N-|) is closed 

under 6^ 

Th. 3.3 

If there exists a structural homomorphism from N-|= 

onto N2= Az, '*1^ t*1en t*iere exlsts a behavioral homo¬ 

morphism from M (N-j) onto M (N2). 

Proof: 

Let <<pp > be a structural homomorphism from N-j onto N2. 

Define <£> from the set of all configurations of M (N-|) consistent with 

onto the set of configurations of N2 as follows: 

If p is an element of dsvn (Qp then ^4>c is given by 

Note that the configuration -pfyc. 1S well-defined 

since the state of every cell is specified (since is onto), and 
0 

this specification itself is well-defined (since if there are such 

that then - ft j.^ f being a consistent 

configuration), 

Then (fbrXfoO**- - (.ffylk? ^ Def- 
2-4 

by Def. 3.I 

- vi< b* °ef- °f $= 

" T'rh{k(?fcO‘k* by Def. 3.1 

- <>yDef•2-4 

= f^fC 1^0 by Def. of 4>c, 

since is a consistent configuration (Eq. 3.33) 



Eq. 3.33 satisfies Def. 3.18, and is closed under 

by Cor. 3.8 ■ S<>, <j> is a behavioral homomorphism. 

The converse of the theorem is not true £l8j . Hence the fact 

that there cannot exist a structural homomorphism from a CA indexed by 

the set of all d-tuples onto a CA indexed by a non-Abelian group does 

not imply that our model displays behavior that previous models cannot, 

and hence that our model is behaviorally more powerful. 
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3.6 An algorithm to label a regular graph to make it balanced. 

It would appear that the necessary and sufficient condition for 

the existence of the uniform minimal CA corresponding to a finite CA N2 

in Theorem 3.1 (i.e.: that the connection graph of N2 be balanced) is 

very restrictive. It will be shown below that if the connection graph 

of N2 is a regular graph of degree ^ , it is possible to construct a 

CA N2 which is structurally similar to N2 and which has exactly the 

same behavior (Def. 2.4) as N2, such that the uniform minimal CA corres¬ 

ponding to N2 exists. Ng is obtained from N2 by permuting some of the 

inputs to each cell and changing the cell function accordingly, i.e.: if 

7T is the permutation on the k inputs to a cell (so that the wire 

which went to the i^ input, instead goes to the ITT ^ input, 

then the cell function 3 is replaced by 5' such that 

■ yOj. ) S - C^ifT > Qzrrj ^3IT, * •• & 

for all possible k-tuples of cell states .. ) • Then lt 

is obvious that if N2 and N2 are started in the same configuration, 

their successive configurations will be the same. 

Permuting the inputs of the CA N2 amounts to relabelling the 

connection graph of ensuring that there does exist a minimal uni¬ 

form CA corresponding to N2 amounts to checking that the relabelled 

graph is balanced. In this context, we will show that there exists an 

algorithm to label the edges of a finite directed graph which has 

indegree and outdegree k for each node in it, with the label set 

such that the resultant edge labelled graph is balanced. 
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First, terms that are used repeatedly in the algorithm are de¬ 

fined, or otherwise explained. 

Def. 3.20 

The outedge (inedge) cluster of a node is the set of all edges 

leaving (entering) it, and the node of the outedge (inedge) cluster 

of a node is the node itself. 

Def. 3.21 

The outedge (inedge) cluster of an edge is the outedge (inedge) 

cluster of the node at which the edge begins (terminates). 

Def. 3.22 

The unique label condition is the condition that different edges 

in a cluster have different labels. 

The meaning of statements like "go to the outedge cluster of 

edge e" is quite clear, since all the edges in this cluster are "clust¬ 

ered" at the node which they leave. Similarly, statements like "the 

inedge cluster we are presently in" are unambiguous. 

Each cluster is either marked, or not marked. It will be marked 

only after all the edges in the cluster are assigned labels such that the 

unique label condition is met. 

are two "variables" such that the "values" they poss¬ 

ess are nodes. Thus, the statement "store the node of the inedge 

cluster we are presently in, in the variable {e>n-r,)" has only 

one meaning. Similarly -e;n are two "variables" such that the 

"values" they possess are edges. 
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Algorithm 3.1 

An algorithm to label the edges of a finite’ directed graph 

w+i'ic'h is regular and has degree k, siich that the resultant 

edge labelled graph is balance^: 

la Start at the outedge cluster of any node. Label the k edges 

in the cluster arbitrarily with the k labels /cj such 

that different edges in the cluster have different labels. Mark 

this cluster as having been labelled. Go to step 2a. 

2a If all the edges in the outedge cluster we are presently in be¬ 

long to inedge clusters that have been marked, go to 2i, or else 

choose the smallest i such that the edge with label i belongs to an 

inedge cluster that has not been marked. Store the node -n. of 

this inedge cluster in the variable riin , go to this inedge cluster 

and transfer control to 2b. 

2b Some { o or \ 0*2 — o* k ) edges in this inedge cluster would 

have been labelled at earlier times. If none of the labels in the 

set ^ 1,2,....,1c j. have been used more than once in labelling the 

edges of this inedge cluster, then label the unlabelled edges,if 

any?such that the unique label condition Is met, mark the cluster 

and go to step 3a, or else go to step 2c. 

2c Label each of the unlabelled edges if any, in this inedge clus¬ 

ter with an unused label. Now all the edges in this inedge cluster 

have labels. However, there is a subset of the label 

set such that an element, say j> , of this subset has been used to 

label more than one edge. Let t be a label that has not yet been 



used jin the cluster. Let e1, c" 

Change the label of <to £ and let 
I 

Go to step 2d. 

be two edges with label 

e0Jt «-e"* 

$■44 

t- 

Go to the outedge cluster to which e0»£' belongs. It is 
\ 

eithdr marked or unmarked. If it is marked, go to step 2e or 

else go to step 2h. 

Tfjis outedge cluster is marked. So, before the eou* label 

was changed from p to t , the cluster met the unique label con¬ 

dition, i.e.: there is another edge <=w, such that 

has Ijabel £ . Change the e"' label to -p ( Mote that the clus¬ 

ter again meets the unique-label condition). Let e'11 

Go to step 2f. 

Go to the inedge cluster to which e;n belongs. It is either 

marked or unmarked. If it is marked, go to step 2g or else go to 

2h. 

Th,is inedge cluster is marked. So, before the label was 

changed from t to p , this inedge cluster met the unique label 

condition, i.e.: there is another edge e.ly in the cluster, 
e'£eih> such that has label p . Change the label of <2.>v 

to t. Note that the cluster meets the unique-label condition 

again. Let dv. Go to 2d. 

Jump back to the inedge cluster of the node stored in the var¬ 

iable ^ and transfer control to 2b. 
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2i The outedge cluster we are in has no edges belonging to unmarked 

inedge clusters. If there is an unmarked inedge cluster in the 

graph, go to that inedge cluster and transfer control to 2b. 

Otherwise the algorithm terminates.- 

3a If all the edges in the inedge cluster we are presently in be¬ 

long to outedge clusters that have been marked, go to 3i, else 
O 

choose the smallest t such that the edge with label ^ belongs to 

an outedge cluster that has not been marked. Store the node r, of 

this outedge cluster in the variable go to this outedge 

cluster and transfer control to 3b. 

3b Some edges ( O on. I o*. 2 on - • • k ) in this outedge cluster 

would have been labelled at earlier times. If none of the labels 

in the set \ L--*, k j have been used more than once in labelling 

the edges of this cluster, label the unlabelled edges in the clus¬ 

ter to meet the unique label condition, mark the cluster and trans¬ 

fer control to 2a, otherwise transfer control to 3c. 

3c Label the unlabelled edges in this outedge cluster with labels 

as yet unused in the cluster, using up as,many labels as possible. 

Now all the edges in the outedge cluster have labels. However, 

there is a subset °f the label set such that 

an element, say p, of the subset is used more than once in the 

cluster. Let t be a label that has not been used at all in the 

cluster. Let -e'j-e'1 be two edges with label p . Change the 

label of c" to t , and let . Transfer control to 3d. 



Go to the inedge cluster to which belongs. If this in¬ 

edge cluster is marked, go to step 3e, else go to step 3h. 

This inedge cluster is marked. So, before the ^ label was 

changed from fi to t this inedge cluster met the unique label 

condition, i.e.: there is another edge e"’ such that 

and e1" has label t . Change the label of e"1 to . Note 

that the cluster again meets the unique label condition. Let 

■€ood-e- eul . Transfer control to 3f. 

Go to the outedge cluster to which belongs. It is either 

marked or unmarked. If marked, transfer control to 3g else trans¬ 

fer control to 3h. 

The outedge cluster is marked. So. before the label was - 

changed from £ to p , the cluster met the unique label condi¬ 

tion. So there exists another edge t:e iv^ -e^such that e ,v 

has label j> . Change the label of to it . Note that the 

clusteragain meets the unique label condition. Let ■*- e,v • 

Transfer control to 3d. 

Jump back to the outedge cluster of the node stored in the var- 
7 

iable n0iJ: and transfer control to 3b. 

The inedge cluster we are in has no edges belonging to unmarked 

outedge clusters. If there is an unmarked inedge cluster in the 

graph, go to that inedge cluster and transfer control to 2b. Other¬ 

wise the algorithm terminates. 



Proof that the algorithm works. 

Some reflection will make it clear that this algorithm will work 

if and only if control can be transferred out of the loops specified by 

statement sequences and 3d, 3e, 3f, 3g, 3d. Notice that 

we enter the loop specified by the statement sequence 2d, 2e, 2f, 2g, 

2d, when we are in statement 2b, and discover that the unique-label 

condition is not met by the present inedge cluster. 

Let the f and t specified in statement 2c respectively be 1 

and 2, for the sake of simplicity. (This assumption does not reduce 

the generality of the proof). 

So, in statement 2c, e/en are 2 edges .in the present inedge 

cluster with label 1 and no edge in the cluster has label 2. We change 

the label of e” to 2. 

The loop specified by 2d, 2e, 2f, 2g and 2d causes us to success¬ 

ively visit a sequence of 0 or more inedge/outedge clusters. The i^h 

cluster visited can be given the number i . The odd-numbered clusters 

are outedge clusters and the even-numbered ones are inedge clusters. If 

a cluster in the sequence is not the last one visited, then it had already 

been marked and hence met the unique-label condition before the time 

when 2c last got control. Immediately prior to entering an outedge clus¬ 

ter that has been marked, one of its edges had been changed from 1 

to 2. Thus there are two edges in this cluster labelled 2. Let the 

other one be . Note ^ £ ^-+1 Upon entering the cluster, 

the only action done is to change the label of -0. from 2 to 1. 



In a similar fashion, immediately prior to entering our inedge 

cluster that has been marked one of its edges had its label changed 

from 2 to 1. Thus, there are two edges labelled 1 in this inedge clus¬ 

ter. Let the other one be . Again, e^r\ Upon entering 

this inedge cluster, all we do is change the label of from 1 to 

2. 

We reiterate that after each node has been visited and a label 

change performed, the unique-label condition holds. 

Now we prove that there are only a finite number of clusters 

visited in this sequence, by assuming that there are an infinite number 

visited and showing a contradiction. 

Some notation will now be introduced, and an interpretation 

provided. 

Consider the sequence, 

n0 <-*-2., e, ^2i—*2-, 003 J 

• . . ■et'njt «*:+. 'Y)*+l • - -es_, ^-s-, 

Interpret this sequence as follows: 

We started at the inedge cluster of node changed the label 

of to 2, went to the outedge cluster of e1 , (also that of ,n1 ), 

changed the label of e-j. from 2 to l, went to the inedge cluster of e^_ 

(also that of \ ), changed the label of e3 from 1 to 2. 

Since the total number of in-edge and out-edge clusters of the 

graph is finite, there must be an inedge cluster or an outedge cluster 

that we visit twice. Assume that we have visited an inedge cluster 



twice. Then there exist even -A'2-^such that = ^ in the 

sequence, and the following subsequence occurs in the sequence: 

^ *—*• ^ ' ^+' b”m J ^s-i ^-1 ^ €5 

It is obvious that 

r>^ = /ns => ■=■ e^ 

="^5-1 

so, by induction, we can show that one of the following subsequences 

occurs in the sequence j such that 

1) o.-> / , e* nnk \-*r a, 

or 

2) '"fe-i 
Q_ / -efe ^ 2-—r-1 , efc-M 

Let the first subsequence be the one that occurs in the sequence 

(no generality is lost). Now, both are connected to 

Prior to entering the inedge cluster of , the label of has 

been changed from 2 to 1, and immediately after that upon entering the 

inedge cluster of 'n1< , the label of had been changed from 

1 to 2. This would mean that •^|<+l (explanation was given in 

this proof, earlier). But /y^k-\ => eJ<4t =. ^ > which is a 

contradiction. 

In fact, this proves that while in the loop 2d, 2e, 2f, 2g, 2d, 

we visit each cluster in the graph at most once. Hence, control is in¬ 

deed transferred out of this loop, and the algorithm v/orks. 



CHAPTER IV: DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Most of the results in this thesis are directed 

towards finding properties about the structure of the cell¬ 

ular automaton model which was elaborated in Chapter IV. Of 

all the researchers that studied the infinite extent array 

model ( as described in Chapter I), only Yamada et al [17] 

studied the structure of the model in. some depth. Their app¬ 

roach differed from the one in this thesis as follows: 

Yamada visualized his model as an infinite extent array 

with, for instance, the machine (0,0,...,0) as being "locat¬ 

ed next to" (0 ,0 ,... ,1). On the other hand, in our approach, 

we study the connection graph of the CA, which de-emphasizes 

the "physical location" of a cell inside a CA; two graphs 

that "1ook".different might be isomorphic. This graph theo¬ 

retic approach was used to show that if there was a struct¬ 

ural homomorphism in Yamada's sense from one CA to another 

then the two CA's had isomorphic connection graphs (ie: the 

same interconnection pattern) and the difference, if any, 

between the CA's was that one had a more powerful cell than 

the other. Our formulation is more general in that there may 

be a structural homomorphism from a CA to another having a 

smaller number of cells. 

Looking back, we observe that the equivalence bet¬ 

ween neighborhood preserving functions and graphical homo- 

morphisms was exploited throughout the thesis; it was used 

in finding a uniform CA such that a given CA N2 with a bal- 



anced graph was structurally homomorphic to it. It was shown 

that when Ng was finite, the necessary and sufficient condi¬ 

tion for there to exist an N] such that N2 was structurally 

homomorphic to it was that the connection graph of N2 be 

balanced. However, this condition is only sufficient when 

N2 is infinite (see example 3.2). It would be interesting to 

find a necessary and sufficient condition, regardless of 

whether N2 is finite or infinite, or alternatively, a nece¬ 

ssary and sufficient condition for the case when ^ is infi¬ 

nite. The N] that was constructed in Section 3.3 was the 

smallest CA to which ^ could be structurally homomorphic. 

It was shown in Section 3.4 that a neighborhood 

preserving function between uniform CA's was closely related 

to a group homomorphism. This and other results in this sec¬ 

tion lead us to conclude that our model of the CA is more 

powerful than earlier models; that uniform CA's indexed by 

Abelian groups can be embedded in older models but CA's ind¬ 

exed by non-Abelian groups cannot be; that non-uniform CA's 

whose graphs are balanced also cannot be embedded in older 

models. We could not get results for thre case when a CA is 

infinite and does not have a balanced graph; results in this 

direction would be desirable. 

It is.obvious that our model is behaviorally 

stronger than earlier models; there cannot exist a behavio¬ 

ral homomorphism from earlier models (having a denumerable 

number of cells) to a CA having an uncountable number of 
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cells. However, we would like to know if there exists a CA 

N2, having a countable number of cells, such that older mod¬ 

els cannot simulate N 2. Perhaps the proof of the existence 

of such an N2 would run along the lines of the Garden-of-Eden 

theorem of Moore[10]. 

Algorithm 3.1 would seem to be an interesting graph 

theoretic result by itself. However, it cannot be extended 

to the case when the graph is infinite, since it involves 

visiting all the nodes of the graph, one at a time. The 

question of whether it is possible to label the edges of an 

infinite graph which is regular and of degree k, such that 

it is balanced, is open. 

Lastly, in this thesis, no progress was made- ip 

"converting" a non-iterative CA into an iterative one. It is 

unrealistic to have a structural homomorphism from an iter¬ 

ative CA onto a non-iterative one while keeping the size of 

the cell-state set of the iterative CA reasonably small. 

Using Jump's method [8], one may get a finite uniform iter¬ 

ative CA such that there is a behavioral homomorphism from 

this CA to a given finite CA. However, the disadvantage of 

this method is that a cell in the iterative CA is connected 

to all other cells in the automaton. So, the following prob¬ 

lem needs to be. studied: given a non-iterative CA N2, to find 

an iterative CA such that N2 is behavi-oralTyi.homomorphic to 

it, and further, the number of neighbors in it is not unrea¬ 

sonably large. 
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